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atlas brown Explores Writing Relations in New Book of Poetry 

Author atlas brown believes that writing poetry is the art form that guides humanity in 
understanding the challenges of daily life. Now she is tapping personal experiences in the 
first of a planned series of books which speculate the notion that writing will save the 
world. “SOUL ALIVE! Prose & Poetry” is written from the perspective of experimentation 
with literary creativity and words. 

Brown drew from her many experiences as a former academic guru, world traveler, and the 
era of her thirties to complete the book. “Experiences are symbolic to understanding the 
path that is designated for your life,” the author said. “Accepting experiences whether good 
or bad is the beauty of waking up every morning and doing it all over again.” 

The poet also was attracted to the simplicity in expressing what she believed to be true 
about being a black writer in society. “I always have wanted to be a successful black writer. 
Now I get to make that happen by deciding not to take upon the mantra that all writers are 
starving artists, and continuing to proclaim the beauty in recording history in my own 
culture.” 

The series will capture the foibles, heartbreaks, questions and satire of surviving as a writer 
in the 21st century. The poetry and stories will have their serious side, but will show a 
lighter side as well. This creative endeavor is FREE to the public!!!  

On March 1, 2013, readers can download a copy of, “SOUL ALIVE! Prose & Poetry” via: 
www.freebookmark.wordpress.com 

atlas brown has written several books of poetry, 2 novels, and short-stories including the 
critically acclaimed “Charlie.Browne.2.Buthaflies.&.Painky.Lillies.” She lives in Paris, France 
with her dog, Zora. 

www.freebookmark.wordpress.com
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